Staked operates highly reliable and secure staking
infrastructure for 20+ PoS protocols on behalf of
the leading crypto asset investors in the industry.

Oasis (ROSE)
Highly Reliable and Secure

Overview: 
Oasis Network is a privacy-first decentralized
computing network. The Oasis Network is designed
to support confidential smart contracts, allowing it to
keep data private while being processed.

Non-Custodial

Key Metrics
Expected Mainnet /
Staking Launch

Flexible Go-To-Market

November 18, 2020

Annual Inflation

~7.0%

Staking Yield

~15%

Lock-Up Period:

~14 days

Slashing:

At the time of Mainnet
launch, the network will
only slash for

Broadest Asset Coverage

double-signing.

Schedule Discussion

Block-Level Reporting

Contact:

Cole Kennelly, Account Manager

Email:

cole@staked.us

Calendar:

https://bit.ly/2Y2dGjz

http://staked.us

Join the Industry Leaders

Token Economics

The ROSE native token is a capped supply token. The circulating supply at
launch will be approximately 1.5 billion tokens, and the total cap is fixed at 10
billion tokens. The ROSE token will be used for transaction fees, staking, and
delegation at the Consensus Layer.

~2 billion tokens will be automatically paid out as staking rewards to stakers
and delegators for securing the network. The network is targeted to reward
stakers with rewards of between 2.0% to 15.0% depending on the length of
time staked to provide staking services on the network. In order to be eligible
for staking rewards per epoch, a node would need to sign at least 75% of
blocks in that epoch.





Risks

At the time of Mainnet launch, the network will only slash for double-signing.
The network would slash the minimum stake amount (100 tokens) and freeze
the node. Freezing the node is a precaution in order to prevent the node from
being over-penalized. The Network will not slash for liveness or uptime at
launch.

There is a 14-day unbonding process for staked ROSE during which delegator
ROSE do not earn rewards and cannot be transferred, exchanged or spent.
ROSE can, however, be slashed during the unbonding period.






Instructions


Delegation is non-custodial and delegates cannot spend your ROSE. Staked pays
90% of the block rewards to delegates, and offers the industry’s only 100% SLA on
block production.

The Staked validator address is:
oasis1qzl8w5ka9y3p8a8gqlemqk98hzc33sn0tuezyc8l 

If you have your tokens on a Ledger, you can use the Anthem staking UI for Oasis.
You will need to have the Oasis app installed and open on your Ledger when
connecting on Anthem.

1. With a Ledger connected and the Oasis app open on your Ledger, click on the
Connect button for Oasis.

2. Once you are connected, click on the Stake button under “What do you want to
do?”

3. Select the Staked from the drop-down.

4. Enter the amount of ROSE to delegate, generate, sign and broadcast the
delegation transaction.

Congrats! You have now successfully delegated your ROSE tokens to Staked.







